
Regulatory information
This document has been issued by BlackRock Advisors (UK) Limited (BlackRock), which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority (“FSA”), for the exclusive use of its intended recipient and it cannot be reproducedor
disseminated to third parties without BlackRock’s prior written consent. No other persons should rely upon the information contained within it. This document is for informational purpose and does not constitute investment advice.

For investors in the UK: This document is intended for and directed at Professional investors only in the UK. No other person should rely upon the information contained within it.

ForinvestorsinAustria:The funds described in this presentation have not been and may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, to the public in the Republic of Austria. This document shall not constitute an offer to sell or 
a solicitation of an offer to buy the funds described in the presentation and no steps may be taken which would constitute or result in a public offering of the funds in Austria. This document has not been and will not be submitted
to the Oesterreichische Kontrollbank Aktiengesellschaft, the Austrian Financial Market Authority or the Vienna Stock Exchange, and has not been prepared in accordance with the Austrian Capital Market Act (Kapitalmarktgesetz),
the Austrian Investment Funds Act (Investmentfondsgesetz) or the Austrian Stock Exchange Act (Börsegesetz). It is therefore not a prospectus pursuant to the Austrian Capital Market Act, the Austrian Investment Funds Act or 
the Austrian Stock Exchange Act. This document is solely for the use of the intended recipient and may not be distributed other than to the qualified professional advisors of the person to whom it has been delivered.

ForinvestorsinBelgium:The funds and any of their sub-funds will not be offered publicly, directly or indirectly, in Belgium. The funds have not taken and will not take any action in Belgium which would allow a public issue of the funds
or its sub-funds. The prospectus has not been notified or submitted for approval and will not be notified and offered for approval to the Belgian Banking Finance and Insurance Commission (“BFIC”). The funds will be offered in Belgium
under this prospectus for subscription and sale only to institutional investors acting for their own account as permitted under article 3,2° and article 3,3° of the Belgian Royal Decree of 7 July 1999 on the public character of financial
transactions, or to private investors subject to a minimum investment of 250,000.00 EUR per investor in accordance with article 3,1° of the said Belgian Royal Decree of 7 July 1999. This prospectus may therefore not be offered for
sale to the general public in Belgium, and no steps may be taken which would constitute, or result in, such a public offering in Belgium.

ForinvestorsinFinland:This brochure is for marketing purposes only and should not be used as a basis for making an investment decision. Complete information regarding the funds’ units can be found in the funds’ Prospectus
dated December 2005. Prospective investors should thoroughly familiarise themselves with the funds’ Prospectus, particularly with the risk factors section describing the risks involved in investing in the funds’ units. The funds’ Prospectus
are available by writing to BlackRock Asset Management Ireland Limited, JPMorgan House, International Financial Services Centre, Dublin 1, Ireland. The funds are authorised in Finland. The suitability of the funds’ units as an investment
object is contingent upon the particular circumstances of each potential investor. Potential investors are advised to consult their financial advisor before making an investment decision.

ForinvestorsinGermany:These funds are not registered for sale or distribution in Germany. This document shall not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy the funds described in the presentation and no steps
may be taken which would constitute or result in a public offering of the funds in Germany. Any distribution, by whatever means, of this material and related material to persons other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited.

ForinvestorsintheNetherlands:This material is being provided by BlackRock Advisors (UK) Limited for the exclusive use of the intended recipient. Any distribution, by whatever means, of this material and related material to persons
other than the employees of the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. This marketing material is exclusively directed at professional investors within the meaning of the Further Conduct of Business Regulation to the Securities Market
Supervision Act (Nadere Regeling gedragstoezicht effectenverkeer 2002), as amended, and does not constitute an offer of participations or shares other than to professional investors within the meaning of the Exemption Regulation
of 9 October 1990, issued pursuant to article 14 of the Investment Institutions Supervision Act 1990 (Wet toezicht beleggingsinstellingen 1990), as amended.

ForinvestorsinSwitzerland:This document is being provided by BlackRock Advisors (UK) Limited at the request of the intended recipient for its exclusive use. Any distribution, by whatever means, of this material and related materialto
persons other than the employees of the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. The Funds are not registered with the Federal Banking Commission which acts as supervisory authority in investment fund matters. Accordingly, the
shares or units of the Funds may not be offered or distributed in or from Switzerland unless they are placed without “public solicitation” as such term is defined under the practice of the Federal Banking Commission from time to time.

Risk warnings
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. BlackRock does not guarantee the performance of its fund. The value of investments involving exposure to foreign currencies can be affected by exchange rate
movements. Investments in corporate bonds bring and increased risk of default on repayment, which may affect the capital value of the fund.The price of investments (which may trade in limited markets) may go up or down and
the investors may not get back the amount invested. Your income is not fixed and may fluctuate. Certain information in this document may be taken from external sources, which we consider reliable. Any opinions contained herein,
which reflect our judgment at this date, are subject to change.

Affiliated companies of BlackRock may make markets in the securities mentioned in this document. Further, BlackRock and/or its affiliated companies and/or their employees from time to time may hold shares in the underlying shares
of, or optionson any security included in this document and may, as principal or agent, buy or sell such securities. This document is intended for information purposes and does not constitute an investment advice.

Please note that any statement relating to outperformance is a target only and BlackRock does not provide a guarantee that it will be met.

Index disclaimer
iBoxx is a registered trademark of iBoxx Limited and has been licensed for use by BlackRock Advisors (UK) Limited. iBoxx does not approve, endorse or recommend BlackRock Advisors (UK) Limited or the BlackRock UK Corporate Bond Index
Fund. The BlackRock UK Corporate Bond Index Fund is not sponsored, endorsed or sold by iBoxx Limited and iBoxx Limited makes no representation regarding the suitability of investing in the BlackRock UK Corporate Bond Index Fund.

The funds are not sponsored, endorsed, or promoted by MSCI and MSCI bears no liability with respect to any such funds or any index on which such funds are based. The Prospectus contains a more detailed
description of the limited relationship MSCI has with BlackRock and any related funds, accounts, products or securities.

“Standard & Poor’s
®
”, “S&P

®
”, “S&P 500

®
”, “Standard & Poor’s 500”, and “500” are trademarks of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. and have been licensed for use by BlackRock.

The Citigroup EuroBIG ex-EGBI Index (the “Index”) is a service mark of Citigroup (or one of its affiliates) (collectively “Citigroup”) and is used by BlackRock Advisors (UK) Limited under licence. This Fund is not 
in any way sponsored, endorsed or promoted by Citigroup and Citigroup does not make any warranty or representation whatsoever, expressly or impliedly, either as to the performance of the Fund or the advisability of investing in it, 
or as to the performance or reliability of the Index or any other matter. Citigroup shall not be liable (whether in negligence or otherwise) to any person for any error in the Index, or any loss or damage of any type or nature arising out
of the use of the Index or the performance of the Fund. Citigroup shall not be under any obligation to notify any person or any error in the Index.

For data sourced prior to 1 December 2009 and attributed to BlackRock, note that BlackRock Advisors (UK) Limited was previously known as Barclays Global Investors Limited.
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Typical Asset Allocation
The charts below are provided for illustrative purposes only. They do not necessarily represent current investment allocations.

BlackRock Europe Ex UK Index Fund

Key Features
BlackRock Advisors (UK) Limited (“BlackRock”) Index Selection Funds
These funds aim to achieve returns in line with their benchmarks.

BlackRock BlackRock BlackRock BlackRock
BlackRock North America BlackRock Japan Europe ex UK BlackRock Pacific Rim BlackRock EMU Emerging Markets
US Index Sub Fund Index Sub Fund Index Sub Fund Index Sub Fund UK Index Sub Fund Index Sub Fund Index Sub Fund Index Sub Fund

Benchmark S&P 500 Index MSCI North America MSCI Japan MSCI Europe ex UK MSCI UK Index MSCI Pacific Rim MSCI EMU Index MSCI Emerging
Index Index Index ex-Japan Index Markets Index

Target tracking error 0.50% 0.20% 0.20% 0.30% 0.30% 0.30% 0.20% 1.00%

Base currency US dollar US dollar US dollar Euro Sterling US dollar Euro US dollar

Fund size1 $647.7m $2,487.9m $1,692.4m €1,853.8m £597.4m $680.9m €272.9m $257.8m

Inception date December 1998 April 2001 December 1998 December 1998 December 1998 December 1998 August 2008 March 2009

Investment process S&P Futures Fully replicated Fully replicated Fully replicated Fully replicated Fully replicated Fully replicated Replication/optimisation

Regulatory governance UCITS III UCITS III UCITS III UCITS III UCITS III UCITS III UCITS III UCITS III

Tax status Tax transparent Tax transparent Tax transparent Tax transparent Tax transparent Tax transparent Tax transparent Tax transparent

Domicile Dublin Dublin Dublin Dublin Dublin Dublin Dublin Dublin

Dealing times (Irish time)2 by 9.30 on DD by 9.30 on DD by 14.30 on DD-1 by 9.30 on DD by 9.30 on DD by 14.30 on DD-1 by 9.30 on DD by 14.30 on DD-1

Pricing Daily Daily Daily Daily Daily Daily Daily Daily

Dealing prices available 14.00 on DD+1 14.00 on DD+1 14.00 on DD+1 14.00 on DD+1 14.00 on DD+1 14.00 on DD+1 14.00 on DD+1 14.00 on DD+1

Cleared funds due/available 17.00 on DD+3 17.00 on DD+3 17.00 on DD+3 17.00 on DD+3 17.00 on DD+3 17.00 on DD+3 17.00 on DD+3 17.00 on DD+3

Bid/offer spread 5/5 basis points 20/20 basis points 30/30 basis points 25/25 basis points 15/65 basis points 35/35 basis points 20/20 basis points 90/90 basis points

Flexible share classes – investment management agreement required – fees charged outside the fund

Investment management fees3 Fee scale: Fee scale: Fee scale: Fee scale: Fee scale: Fee scale: Fee scale: Fee Scale:
(Charged outside the fund) First €50m, 20 bps First €50m, 20 bps First €50m, 20 bps First €50m, 20 bps First €50m, 20 bps First €50m, 20 bps First €50m, 20 bps First €50m, 35 bps

Balance TBC Balance TBC Balance TBC Balance TBC Balance TBC Balance TBC Balance TBC Balance TBC

Share classes available Accumulating Accumulating Accumulating Accumulating Accumulating Accumulating Accumulating Accumulating 
Distributing Distributing Distributing Distributing Distributing Distributing

€ Accumulating
€ Distributing € Distributing € Distributing € Distributing € Distributing

Dividend payment4 – Quarterly Quarterly Quarterly Quarterly Quarterly Quarterly Quarterly

ISIN codes
Accumulating IE0001200389 IE0030404903 IE0001199953 IE0001197916 IE0001200165 IE0006797348 IE00B3B2KQ14 IE00B3D07N99
Distributing IE00B040CX25 IE00B0409979 IE00B0407Y83 IE00B0409Z31 IE00B3B2KR21 IE00B3D07R38
€ Accumulating IE00B3D07M82
€ Distributing IE00B39J2W40 IE00B39J2X56 IE00B39J2Y63 IE00B39J2Z70 IE00B3D07Q21

WKN
Accumulating A0BL82 A0BL81 A0BL8Y A0BL8Z A0BL80 A0BL8X A0Q5SZ A0Q9P9
Distributing A0J4FN A0J4A7 A0J4A6 A0KF0Z A0Q50A A0Q9QC
€ Accumulating A0Q9P8
€ Distributing A0Q3VX A0Q3VY A0Q3VZ A0Q3Q5 A0Q9QB

Bloomberg ticker
Accumulating BZWIUSI ID BGINAMI ID BZWIJPI ID BZWIERI ID BZWIUKI ID BGIPREI ID BGIEMFA ID BGIEFAU ID
Distributing BGINAID ID BGIJPND ID BGIEEXD ID BGIPRID ID BGIEMFD ID BGIEFDU ID
€ Accumulating BGIEFAE ID
€ Distributing B39J2W4 ID B39J2X5 ID B39J2Y6 ID B39J2Z7 ID BGIEFDE ID

Clearstream eligible No No No No No No No No

Institutional share classes – investment management agreement not required – fees charged inside the fund

Investment management fees5 20 bps 20 bps 20 bps 20 bps 20 bps 20 bps 20 bps 35 bps
(Charged inside the fund)

Share classes available Accumulating Accumulating Accumulating Accumulating Accumulating Accumulating Accumulating Accumulating
Distributing Distributing Distributing Distributing Distributing Distributing

€ Accumulating
€ Distributing

Dividend payment – Annually (June) Annually (June) Annually (June) – Annually (June) Quarterly Quarterly

ISIN codes
Accumulating IE00B1W56J03 IE00B1W56K18 IE00B1W56M32 IE00B1W56P62 IE00B1W56R86 IE00B1W56S93 IE00B3B2KS38 IE00B3D07G23
Distributing IE00B1W56L25 IE00B1W56N49 IE00B1W56Q79 IE00B1W56T01 IE00B3B2KT45 IE00B3D07K68
€ Accumulating IE00B3D07F16
€ Distributing IE00B3D07J53

WKN
Accumulating A0MQXU A0MQXR A0MQXP A0MQXM A0MQXT A0MQN2 A0Q51C A0Q9P3
Distributing A0MQXS A0MQXQ A0MQXN A0MQN1 A0Q50B A0Q9P6
€ Accumulating A0Q9P2
€ Distributing A0Q9P5

Bloomberg ticker
Accumulating BZWIUSA ID BGINAIA ID BGIJPIA ID BGIXUKA ID BZWUKID ID BGIPACR ID BGIEMIA ID BGIEIAU ID
Distributing BGINADI ID BGIJPID ID BGIXUKD ID BGIPACD ID BGIEMID ID BGIEIDU ID
€ Accumulating BGIEIAE ID
€ Distributing BGIEIDE ID

Clearstream eligible Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

1As at 30 September 2009. 2Applicable when dealing directly via transfer agent JPM Dublin. If dealing via BlackRock, dealing deadlines are moved forward by 24hrs. Please contact your relationship manager for further details.
3Subject to a minimum revenue of €50,000 across all funds for new clients. 4Excluding Accumulating share class. 5Subject to a minimum initial investment of $1,000,000 (or its equivalent).

FOR PROFESSIONAL INVESTORS ONLY. NOT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION.

France 23.6%
Germany 19.4%
Switzerland 16.9%
Italy 8.0%
Spain 9.2%
Netherlands 5.5%
Sweden 4.6%
Other 12.9%

BlackRock Pacific Rim Index Fund

Australia 65.4%
Hong Kong 21.5%
Singapore 12.1%
New Zealand 1.0%

BlackRock North America Index Fund

United States 91.7%
Canada 8.3%

BlackRock EMU Index Fund

Austria 1.7%
Belgium 2.9%
Finland 4.7%
France 31.0%
Germany 26.1%
Greece 1.9%
Ireland 1.3%
Italy 10.7%
Netherland 7.6%
Portugal 0.8%
Spain 11.4%
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